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Abstract
Unsupervised sentiment analysis is tradition-001
ally performed by counting those words in a002
text that are stored in a sentiment lexicon and003
then assigning a label depending on the propor-004
tion of positive and negative words registered.005
While these “counting” methods are considered006
to be beneficial as they rate a text determinis-007
tically, their accuracy decreases when the ana-008
lyzed texts are short or the vocabulary differs009
from what the lexicon considers default. The010
model proposed in this paper, called Lex2Sent,011
is an unsupervised sentiment analysis method012
to improve the classification of sentiment lex-013
icon methods. For this purpose, a Doc2Vec-014
model is trained to determine the distances be-015
tween document embeddings and the embed-016
dings of the positive and negative part of a017
sentiment lexicon. These distances are then018
evaluated for multiple executions of Doc2Vec019
on resampled documents and are averaged to020
perform the classification task. For three bench-021
mark datasets considered in this paper, the pro-022
posed Lex2Sent outperforms every evaluated023
lexicon, including state-of-the-art lexica like024
VADER or the Opinion Lexicon in terms of025
accuracy.026

1 Introduction027

Most commonly, sentiment analysis is performed in028

a supervised manner by using a previously labeled029

dataset to train a learning-based model to predict030

the sentiment of unlabeled documents. When a031

labeled dataset is not available, an unsupervised la-032

beling approach is useful to either create a training033

set for supervised models or to label the texts right034

away. Unsupervised labeling is usually performed035

by counting words of a specific sentiment in a text,036

which are part of a sentiment lexicon.037

This paper focuses on lexicon-based text embed-038

dings, an unsupervised labeling approach created039

by combining learning-based methods with senti-040

ment lexica. We use text embedding models to es-041

timate the similarity between a document and both042

the positive and negative part of a given lexicon 043

by measuring the distance between their embed- 044

dings. These distances are calculated for multiple 045

resampled corpora and are averaged to achieve a 046

bagging-effect. As no labeled texts are available 047

to tune the models parameters, we average models 048

with different parameters during the resampling it- 049

erations instead. To demonstrate that the results are 050

generalizable, we compare them to the ones of six 051

traditional lexicon methods on three datasets with 052

distinct characteristics. 053

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. 054

In Section 2, similar approaches to (unsupervised) 055

sentiment analysis and methods using comparable 056

techniques are presented. Section 3 introduces the 057

concept of Lex2Sent by describing the Doc2Vec- 058

model, the unsupervised labeling approach used 059

and various resampling procedures. The datasets 060

and lexica used are specified in Section 4. In 061

Section 5, the classification rates of Lex2Sent are 062

compared to traditional lexicon methods. In Sec- 063

tion 6, we conclude and give an outlook to further 064

research. 065

2 Related Work 066

Text embedding methods create vector represen- 067

tations of each word in a corpus, which are then 068

averaged to create a vector representation of each 069

document. These text representations can be used 070

for supervised sentiment analysis by interpreting 071

them as feature vectors for a regression or clas- 072

sification model. Such methods include FastText 073

(Bojanowski et al., 2017, Joulin et al., 2016) and 074

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). 075

Mathew et al. (2020) use the distances between 076

embeddings of a document and polar opposite 077

words to create a new embedding and perform su- 078

pervised sentiment analysis by training a classifier 079

on these new embeddings. Wójcik (2020) tries to 080

combine word embeddings and K-means cluster- 081

ing, but this clustering approach also needs manual 082
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work to classify which cluster can be considered083

positive or negative and the cluster centroids are084

not guaranteed to accurately represent one senti-085

ment. In contrast, our Lex2Sent method uses text086

embeddings to create appropriate embeddings both087

for documents as well as for positive and negative088

sentiment. It also does not rely on a labeled training089

set and works in an unsupervised manner.090

Some sentiment lexicon methods like VADER091

(Hutto and Gilbert, 2014) or TextBlob (Loria, 2020)092

contain a list of negations and amplifiers in addition093

to the lists of sentiment words. Lex2Sent applies094

this concept to text embeddings, so that a negated095

word can be interpreted independently from its non-096

negated form.097

The proposed Lex2Sent method uses resampled098

texts to amplify its performance. One approach099

to resample texts is presented by Xie et al. (2020),100

who proposed to resample words with a probability101

based on their tfidf-score or by translating the origi-102

nal document into another language and translating103

it back to the original language. Xie et al. (2020)104

use these resampling procedures to broaden the105

training set for supervised sentiment analysis. Such106

resampling procedures do however either change107

the vocabulary by back-translation or resample the108

document dependently from other documents due109

to the tfidf-scoring. The resulting resampled doc-110

uments inaccurately represent the original docu-111

ments, which might be counter-productive for un-112

supervised analysis. The resampling procedures113

in this paper are instead based on those of Rieger114

et al. (2020), as these resample the texts indepen-115

dently from another and do not add new words to116

the vocabulary.117

3 Lex2Sent118

In this section, we propose a bagging model for119

unsupervised sentiment analysis named Lex2Sent,120

which is implemented in Python (Van Rossum and121

Drake, 2009).122

3.1 Lexica123

To perform unsupervised sentiment analysis, sen-124

timent lexica are necessary to interpret the words125

in a text without the need for previously labeled126

documents of a similar corpus.127

A sentiment lexica assigns a value from an inter-128

val [−s, s] to positive and negative words, s ∈ R,129

while assigning the value 0 to all neutral words. It130

assigns positive values to positive words and neg-131

ative values to negative words. We modify such a 132

lexicon to consist of two halves: a positive and a 133

negative half. These halves are defined as lists of 134

words in a way that each positive or negative word 135

occurs exactly once in its respective half. This en- 136

ables the use of lexicon-based text embeddings and 137

Lex2Sent. 138

Amplifiers and negations can improve the per- 139

formance by affecting the value of the following 140

word. To apply this concept to text embeddings, we 141

merge negations with the following words during 142

preprocessing. The term “not bad” is thus changed 143

to “negbad” and can be interpreted independently 144

from the word “bad”. 145

3.2 Lexicon-based text embeddings (lbte) 146

Instead of looking only at sentiment words them- 147

selves, text embeddings can be used to analyze 148

semantic similarities to other words. This enables 149

us to classify texts using words that are not part of 150

the lexicon. 151

Text embedding methods create an embedding 152

for each document, which represents the document 153

as a real vector of some fixed dimension q. They 154

are created using the word embeddings of all words 155

in the current document and can be interpreted as 156

an “average” word embedding. We thus interpret 157

the text embedding of a sentiment lexicon half as an 158

average embedding of a positive or negative word. 159

Calculating the distance between the embedding of 160

a document in the corpus and the embedding of a 161

lexicon half is used as a measure of how similar 162

a given document is to a theoretical completely 163

positive or negative document. 164

The distance is calculated using cosine distance 165

cosDist(a, b) = 1−
∑q

i=1 aibi√∑q
i=1 a

2
i ·

√∑q
i=1 b

2
i

166

for two vectors a = (a1, . . . , aq)
T ∈ Rq and b = 167

(b1, . . . , bq)
T ∈ Rq (Li and Han, 2013). 168

Let posd be the cosine distance of a text embed- 169

ding of a document to the text embedding of the 170

positive half of a sentiment lexicon and negd be 171

the cosine distance to the negative half. Then, the 172

larger (smaller) the value 173

diffd = negd − posd 174

is for a document d, the more confident the lexicon- 175

based text embedding method is, that this document 176

d is in fact positive (negative). 177
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This method can be performed using any text178

embedding model in combination with any senti-179

ment lexicon. In this paper, Doc2Vec is chosen as180

the baseline text embedding model.181

3.3 Doc2Vec182

Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014) is based on the183

word embedding model Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,184

2013a), which assigns similar vectors to semanti-185

cally similar words by minimizing the distance of186

a word to the words in its context.187

Since word embeddings are not sufficient for188

classifying entire documents, the model is extended189

to text embeddings. A Doc2Vec model, using190

the Distributed Memory Model approach, uses191

a CBOW architecture (Mikolov et al., 2013a) in192

which a document itself is considered a context el-193

ement of each word in the document. The distance194

of the document vector to each word vector is min-195

imized in each iteration, resulting in a vector that196

can be interpreted as a mean of each of its words.197

According to Le and Mikolov (2014), these text em-198

beddings outperform the arithmetic mean of word199

embeddings for classification tasks. In this paper,200

we use the Doc2Vec implementation of the gensim201

package in Python (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010).202

Formally, we consider D documents and de-203

note by Nd the number of words in document204

d ∈ {1, . . . , D}. Further, for i ∈ {1, . . . , Nd},205

let wi,d be the i-th word in document d and wdoc206

denote the document under consideration. To give207

larger weight to words that follow up on another208

than to words that are far away from another, the209

window size is varied. For a Doc2Vec model, we210

choose the maximum size the context window can211

reach and denote it by K. The effective size is then212

sampled from {1, . . . ,K} for every word and is213

denoted as kn,d. With these windows, the negative214

log-likelihood215

Nd−K∑
n=K

ln
(
p(wn,d|wn−kn,d,d, . . . , wn+kn,d,d, wdoc)

)
216

is minimized for the documents d = 1, . . . , D us-217

ing stochastic gradient descent. p(·|·) is calculated218

by the resulting probabilities from a hierarchical219

softmax (Mikolov et al., 2013b).220

3.4 Text resampling221

Word and text embedding models analyze the origi-222

nal text structure to create similar word embeddings223

for semantically similar words. We assume that224

lexicon-based text embeddings need an “optimal 225

text structure” to identify the sentiment of the text 226

in the most efficient manner. Text resampling can 227

help to provide such a text structure by distributing 228

sentiment words across a text. For instance, sup- 229

pose a positive review is to be analyzed in which 230

most sentiment words are located in the last third 231

of the text, as this part draws the conclusion to the 232

review. By relocating the sentiment words, every 233

word of the document has the same chance to be 234

trained to be similar to sentiment words. In theory, 235

this enables vocabulary that occurs more often in 236

texts of a specific sentiment that is not part of any 237

sentiment lexicon, such as topic-specific vocabu- 238

lary, to be used for labeling texts more efficiently. 239

The resampling used in this paper is based on the 240

work of Rieger et al. (2020), who used resampling 241

procedures to analyze the statistical uncertainty of 242

the topic modeling method Latent Dirichlet Allo- 243

cation. We present the results of three resampling 244

procedures. 245

• BWord: The original text is interpreted as 246

a Bag of Words, in which words are drawn 247

independently with replacement like observa- 248

tions when creating a bootstrap sample (Efron, 249

1979). The advantage of the method is the 250

high variation of possible texts – for a text 251

length of nd words,
(
2nd−1
nd

)
different varia- 252

tions of the text are possible (if there are no 253

duplicate words in the original text). 254

• BWordPermutation: The words within the 255

text are relocated by permuting them. Thus, 256

the new resampled text has exactly the same 257

vocabulary and length as the original text. 258

• BNeighborForward: For every word in the 259

original document, the three words follow- 260

ing it are added to a context list of that word. 261

Then, to create a resampled text, a word is 262

sampled from the context list of the previously 263

sampled word. This way the “direction” as 264

well as the original context of the text is pre- 265

served. 266

We analyzed additional resampling procedures, 267

such as ones resampling sentences as a whole or 268

resampling words only within sentences and varia- 269

tions of those, but these generally yielded lower ac- 270

curacies than the three procedures described above. 271

3.5 Bagging 272

In this subsection, we describe a technique to com- 273

bine multiple text embeddings for the purpose of 274
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unsupervised sentiment analysis. In combination275

with resampled texts, this can be seen as a bag-276

ging method for unsupervised sentiment analysis277

(Breiman, 1996). Every text structure has an effect278

on the classification of lexicon-based text embed-279

dings, as differing syntax and vocabulary change280

the resulting embeddings. We cannot tell if the281

texts already have an “optimal” structure, as this282

is a very abstract concept that is not trivial to for-283

malize. Instead of relying on the original texts’284

structure, resampling enables the possibility to cre-285

ate an arbitrary number of artificial texts. If we286

combine these text embedding models, the text em-287

bedding models do not have to label a document288

correctly for one text structure (that is the original289

text), but instead only have to label a document290

correctly on average judging from multiple differ-291

ently structured texts. This averaging also balances292

out the randomness of generating samples and the293

negative effect of missing out on a crucial word294

within documents in one resampling sample, as it295

will probably appear in other samples.296

The averaging is performed by calculating an297

average diff -vector using B resampling iterations.298

Let diff bi be the i-th element of the diff -vector for299

the b-th lexicon-based text embedding model. Then300

diff mean
i :=

1

B

B∑
b=1

diff bi301

defines the i-th element of the averaged diff -vector.302

3.6 Algorithm and Implementation303

We propose the lexicon-based Lex2Sent method,304

which uses the following steps. In training, the al-305

gorithm iterates over a grid, calculating models for306

different training epochs, context window sizes and307

embedding dimensions. For our application, use308

a 3×3×4-grid, which turns out to be sufficiently309

beneficial in application while remaining compu-310

tationally feasible. However, the size of the grid311

can be modified, to make the method more consis-312

tent or faster to train. In each iteration, the current313

parameter-combination for the Doc2Vec model is314

chosen from the grid and the corpus is resampled315

using a resampling procedure. Due to the high va-316

riety of possible texts, we use BWord as the default317

resampling procedure. The resampled documents318

are sorted ascendingly by their respective absolute319

lexicon score using the lexicon Lex2Sent is based320

on. Then we train a Doc2Vec model and calculate321

the diff vector for all iterations. The classification322

task is performed by using the component-wise 323

arithmetic mean of all the 36 diff -vectors. The al- 324

gorithm is described as pseudocode in Algorithm 1. 325

Algorithm 1 Lex2Sent
1: procedure LEX2SENT(OLD_TEXTS,
2: THRESH, LEXICON,
3: RESAMPLE)
4: classifier← [0] ∗ length(old_texts)
5: for (epoch, window, dim) in Grid do
6: texts← resample(old_texts)
7: sorted_texts← sort(texts, lexicon)
8: model← D2V(sorted_texts, epoch,
9: window, dim)

10: temp← lbte(model, texts)
11: for i in 1:length(temp) do
12: classifier[i] + = temp[i]
13: return classify(old_texts, classifier,
14: thresh)

4 Datasets and lexica 326

In this section, the six sentiment lexica and three 327

datasets used to evaluate Lex2Sent are defined. 328

4.1 Datasets 329

The three datasets considered in this paper are cho- 330

sen to represent distinct criteria. The iMDb-dataset 331

consists of a large corpus with long documents 332

and a strong sentiment compared to the other two 333

datasets. The Airline-dataset is more than four 334

times smaller and the documents themselves are 335

also shorter. The Amazon-dataset represents an 336

intermediate case between these two datasets. 337

Preprocessing The texts are tokenized and stop 338

words as well as punctuation marks and numbers 339

are removed. When removing stop words, care is 340

taken not to remove sentiment words, amplifiers 341

or negations to not affect the usage of sentiment 342

lexica. Lemmatization is performed to generalize 343

words with the same word stem. The mentioned 344

methods and stop word list are part of the Python 345

package nltk (Bird et al., 2009). 346

To enable the analysis of negations for text em- 347

beddings, we add the prefix “neg-” to a word if the 348

previous word is a negation. We do this in both the 349

texts and the lexicon-bases for the lexicon-based 350

text embedding. For instance, the term “not bad” is 351

turned into “negbad” and is interpreted as a positive 352

term by sentiment lexica and text embeddings. 353
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VADER and TextBlob can be evaluated on a354

non-tokenized text, as they can preprocess texts355

themselves prior to analyzing the sentiment. The356

non-processed texts are therefore stored to be eval-357

uated by VADER and TextBlob.358

iMDb-dataset The iMDb-dataset consists of359

50, 000 user reviews of movies from the web-360

site iMDb.com, provided by Stanford Univer-361

sity (Maas et al., 2011). These are divided into362

25, 000 training and test documents, each contain-363

ing 12, 500 positive and negative reviews. After364

preprocessing, each document in the dataset is365

120.17 words long on average.366

Amazon Review-dataset The Amazon-dataset is367

formed from the part of the Amazon Review Data368

which deals with industrial and scientific products369

(He and McAuley, 2016). All reviews contain a rat-370

ing between one and five stars. Reviews with four371

or five stars are classified as positive and reviews372

with one or two stars are classified as negative. We373

removed reviews with a rating of three stars from374

the dataset because the underlying sentiment is nei-375

ther predominantly negative nor positive. In addi-376

tion, we filtered out reviews consisting of less than377

500 characters. Out of the remaining documents,378

52, 000 documents are split into 26, 000 training379

and 26, 000 test documents, which are formed from380

13, 000 positive and 13, 000 negative documents381

each. The average length of all documents in the382

training corpus is 85.51 words after preprocessing.383

Airline-dataset The third dataset consists of384

11, 541 tweets regarding US airlines and was down-385

loaded from Kaggle (Crowdflower, 2015). The386

tweets are categorized into positive or negative387

tweets – 3099 neutral tweets are deleted to be able388

to use the dataset for a two-label-case. We split this389

dataset in half into a training and test set. The train-390

ing set ultimately contains 5570 documents. On391

average, each document of the training set contains392

10.60 words after preprocessing. In comparison to393

the other two datasets, where the labels are evenly394

split, in the airline dataset only 1, 386 and thus395

24.02% of the documents are labeled positive.396

4.2 Lexica397

To evaluate the performance of Lex2Sent, we com-398

pare its results to those of six sentiment lexica.399

VADER (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014), Afinn (Nielsen,400

2011) and the Opinion Lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004)401

can be seen as state-of-the-art lexica for a two-label-402

case in terms of their accuracy (Ribeiro et al., 2016). 403

TextBlob (Loria, 2020) and the WKWSCI lexicon 404

(Khoo and Johnkhan, 2018) are used as additional 405

multiple-purpose lexica. The Loughran McDon- 406

ald lexicon (Loughran and McDonald, 2010) is de- 407

signed to analyze financial texts and is considered 408

to investigate the effect of Lex2Sent when using a 409

base that is sub-optimal for the dataset used. 410

The lexicon methods VADER and TextBlob al- 411

ready consider negations and amplifiers when ana- 412

lyzing texts. For the Loughran McDonald- , Afinn-, 413

WKWSCI- and Opinion Lexicon, we added four 414

amplifiers and ten negations to improve the classifi- 415

cation. For these four lexica, if an amplifier occurs 416

before a sentiment word, its value is doubled and 417

if a negation occurs, it is multiplied by −0.5. The 418

classifier for a text is created by summing up the 419

values of all words within it. 420

4.3 Classification threshold 421

As we assume that no labeled training set is avail- 422

able and therefore no class probability can be pre- 423

dicted using learning-based models, the classifica- 424

tion is performed by heuristic means of counting 425

words in lexica or measuring distances estimated 426

by a text embedding model. By transforming these 427

metrics into a classifier, we classify by using a 428

threshold which splits the documents into a posi- 429

tive and a negative class. 430

While the threshold of 0 is a logical choice, some 431

methods additionally create an area of uncertainty 432

around 0, in which documents are labeled neu- 433

tral. VADER for instance only classifies a text 434

as positive or negative, if it is assigned a value 435

(“compound score”) of larger than 0.05 or less 436

than −0.05. While this provides a decent approach 437

when looking at a three-label-case (Ribeiro et al., 438

2016), possibly ignoring thousands of documents 439

in a two-label-case is not an optimal strategy. Alter- 440

natively, we can use quantiles of the classifier as a 441

threshold. Knowing that 50% of the analyzed doc- 442

uments are negative and vice versa, we can make 443

sure to classify exactly half of the documents as 444

negative or positive by using the 50% quantile of 445

the classifier as the classification threshold. This is 446

however only a theoretical and practically not fea- 447

sible option, as the quantile is generally unknown 448

in an unsupervised setting. 449

We compare the results of using either a quantile 450

threshold or the fixed threshold 0. We interpret the 451

difference between both thresholds as a measure 452
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Table 1: Average accuracy of the best lexicon method and 50 WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent executions on the iMDb,
Amazon and Airline-dataset split into whether the fixed or quantile threshold is used

Lex2Sent Best lexicon
threshold by quantile 0 by quantile 0

iMDb 80.93% 80.01% 76.82% (TextBlob) 73.32% (Opinion Lexicon)
Amazon 77.08% 76.83% 71.91% (VADER) 69.28% (Opinion Lexicon)
Airline 79.11% 72.42% 82.05% (VADER) 68.33% (Opinion Lexicon)

of the method’s bias towards one of both classes.453

The more the accuracy decreases when using 0454

as a threshold, the more the classification favors455

one of both labels over the other. In contrast to456

the quantile threshold, the fixed threshold 0 can be457

used in an unsupervised analysis, as no information458

about the true labels is needed. It is therefore used459

to determine the best model.460

Formally, given a classifier x = (x1, . . . , xD) ∈461

RD, the document with the index d ∈ {1, . . . , D}462

is labeled as463

labeld =


positive, xd − t < 0

negative, xd − t > 0

at random, xd − t = 0

, t ∈ R464

for threshold t = 0 or the empirical quantile t =465

x(p), where p is the proportion of negative texts1.466

The resulting classification is interpreted mainly467

using its accuracy (or classification rate). Averag-468

ing metrics over multiple executions is necessary469

to make sure that the results are not skewed by out-470

liers. The precision and recall metrics (Tharwat,471

2020) are not used, as averaging them could lead472

to misinterpretation.473

5 Evaluation474

Table 1 displays the arithmetic mean of the clas-475

sification rates of 50 WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent476

executions and the classification rate of the best per-477

forming sentiment lexicon for each dataset, split by478

the classification-threshold used. The WKWSCI-479

lexicon is chosen as a basis for Lex2Sent as it is a480

multiple-purpose lexicon.481

The best lexicon outperforms the WKWSCI-482

based Lex2Sent when using the quantile thresh-483

old (≈ 76% negative documents) for the Airline-484

dataset by 2.94 percentage points. This is pos-485

sibly due to the fact that the Airline corpus con-486

sists of shorter and less documents than both other487

1As a two-label-case is assumed, this classification rule is
also used for VADER.

corpora. The Doc2Vec model requires correctly 488

trained word embeddings, so the number and length 489

of documents is more important than for lexica 490

which do not require any form of training. 491

When looking at the results for threshold 0, 492

which, in contrast to the quantile threshold, is us- 493

able in an unsupervised setting, Lex2Sent yields 494

higher classification rates than all evaluated lex- 495

ica on all datasets. In contrast to traditional lexi- 496

con methods, the accuracies of Lex2Sent are more 497

stable when using a fixed instead of the quantile 498

threshold. The traditional methods show a drop in 499

accuracy by 3.50, 2.59 and 13.72 percentage points 500

in accuracy, when comparing both thresholds. 501

Discussion To provide a stable classification, the 502

lexicon halves must be balanced in terms of word 503

usage. Otherwise the lexicon could assign a false 504

label, because some words have a sub-optimal 505

weight, interpreting documents as either too posi- 506

tive or negative. For instance, if the goal is to ana- 507

lyze a discussion about the happiness of children, 508

most documents will contain the word “happy” at 509

least once, but it is likely used as a topic word 510

rather than as a reflection of the author’s opinion. 511

If the lexicon also contains this word, it favors a 512

positive sentiment. For shorter documents a second 513

problem occurs: when a lexicon does not recog- 514

nize any of the words used, no classification can be 515

performed. Instead, the document must be ignored, 516

classified as neutral, or the label must be guessed. 517

When using Lex2Sent, these problems are less 518

apparent. Words included in the lexicon are not 519

needed to classify a text, because semantically sim- 520

ilar words in the text are used instead. Also the 521

words are not counted, but a distance is calculated. 522

The classification is thus based on a continuous 523

quantity instead of a discrete one, so there will al- 524

most certainly be no documents with a distance 525

value of exactly 0 and need to be classified as neu- 526

tral or guessed. Using distances likely also grants 527

the advantage of being less reliant on balanced lex- 528

ica. If a word like “happy” appears in most negative 529
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Table 2: Average classification rates of 50 WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent executions on subsets of the original datasets
for the fixed threshold 0

subsample size 100% 50% 25% 10%
iMDb 80.01% 79.73% 79.43% 78.88%

Amazon 76.83% 75.71% 73.79% 68.86%
Airline 72.42% 72.73% 69.74% 46.21%

and positive documents, it will be trained to be a530

neutral word. As the “average” embeddings of both531

lexicon halves are used, a single word has less of532

an impact on the classification.533

These interpretations are verified on an exem-534

plary execution of the WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent535

and the Opinion Lexicon on the Airline-dataset.536

Both executions are chosen as they yield similar537

classification rates to the average of its method538

described in Table 1. The lexicon labels a total539

of 2, 721 documents and thus 47.16% of all docu-540

ments as positive. In reality, there are only 1, 386541

and thus 24.02% positive documents. Lex2Sent542

labels a total of 2, 377 documents as positive and543

favors the positive sentiment less than the lexicon.544

This is just an examplary execution of the lexicon545

and Lex2Sent, but when comparing the methods,546

similar results occur for all three datasets.547

5.1 Different resampling procedures548
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Figure 1: Accuracies of the WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent
on the iMDb-dataset for different resampling procedures

In this section we investigate the effect of differ-549

ent resampling procedures on the performance of550

Lex2Sent. For this, we examine the results of a551

WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent using either one of the552

resampling procedures defined in Section 3.4 or no553

resampling at all. The classification rates for the 554

iMDb-dataset are displayed as boxplots in Figure 1. 555

Not resampling the texts decreases the accuracy 556

to an average of 77.52%, which is however still 557

4.20 percentage points higher than highest accuracy 558

of all lexica. The bagging-effect is visible for all 559

three procedures, as using any of these three results 560

in higher classification rates for the iMDb-dataset. 561

Out of these, the BWord procedure originally used 562

yields the highest classification rate on all datasets. 563

Similar results (not reported) also occur for both 564

the Amazon and the Airline dataset. 565

5.2 Evaluation on smaller corpora 566

As Lex2Sent combines multiple text embedding 567

models, it is computational expensive, but the ac- 568

curacy can be transferred to a test dataset. We 569

do this by training a supervised model on the la- 570

bels resulting from its unsupervised analysis. Us- 571

ing the train-test-split of each dataset, we train a 572

FastText model (with default parameters) on the 573

labels resulting from a WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent 574

with a fixed threshold 0. This model reaches av- 575

erage accuracies of 78.40%, 73.16% and 72.89% 576

respectively, which are each within a range of 3.67 577

percentage points of the Lex2Sent accuracies and 578

higher than the accuracies resulting from traditional 579

lexica. This preserving effect of a supervised mod- 580

els enables us to label large datasets effectively. We 581

can do this by training Lex2Sent on a sub-corpus 582

and feeding the resulting labels into a supervised 583

sentiment analysis method to classify the rest. 584

As Doc2Vec requires training to accurately rep- 585

resent words with word embeddings, it is important 586

to determine how large a corpus needs to be for it to 587

outperform traditional lexica. To analyze this, we 588

evaluate Lex2Sent for subsamples of each dataset. 589

These subsamples include 10%, 25% or 50% of the 590

original documents. For each percentage, 50 sub- 591

samples are drawn out of the set of documents with- 592

out replacement for which the WKWSCI-based 593

Lex2Sent is evaluated. The results are displayed in 594

Table 2. 595
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Table 3: Average classification rates of 50 Lex2Sent executions with a WKWSCI-, Loughran McDonald- or Opinion
Lexicon-base for the fixed threshold 0, compared to the rates of the traditional lexicon method on the same lexicon

WKWSCI Opinion Lexicon Loughran McDonald
Lex2Sent lexicon Lex2Sent lexicon Lex2Sent lexicon

iMDb 80.01% 70.10% 78.43% 73.37% 70.73% 61.22%
Amazon 76.83% 65.15% 77.68% 69.28% 69.27% 61.32%
Airline 72.42% 63.29% 71.96% 68.33% 72.06% 53.18%

The classification rates decrease for smaller cor-596

pora except for the Airline dataset, in which the597

classification rate is slightly higher when examin-598

ing only 50% of the dataset. On the iMDb-dataset,599

Lex2Sent outperforms all lexica, even when using600

just 10%, so 2,500 documents. On the Amazon-601

and Airline datasets however, the classification602

rate of Lex2Sent decreases to a larger extend for603

smaller subcorpora. This might be the case be-604

cause the iMDb-dataset consists of the longest doc-605

uments – on average, each document is 120 words606

long, while the average document for the Amazon-607

dataset is only 86 words long. This indicates that608

smaller datasets may still be usable for Lex2Sent if609

the documents themselves are long enough to train610

accurate word embeddings.611

5.3 Different lexicon-bases for Lex2Sent612

So far, the main focus of this analysis was the613

WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent method. In this sec-614

tion we evaluate, how dependent Lex2Sent is on615

its lexicon-base and if it improves the classifica-616

tion for the Loughran McDonald lexicon and Opin-617

ion Lexicon as well. For this, we execute the618

Lex2Sent method 50 times on each dataset, each619

for a WKWSCI-, Loughran McDonald- and Opin-620

ion Lexicon-basis.621

The average classification rates are displayed622

in Table 3. Lex2Sent improves the classification623

rates of all three lexica on all three datasets. While624

the WKWSCI-lexicon is a general-purpose lexi-625

con, the Opinion lexicon is designed to analyze626

customer reviews. This specialization is also vis-627

ible for Lex2Sent, as the Opinion Lexicon-based628

Lex2Sent outperforms every lexica on every dataset629

as well as the WKWSCI-based Lex2Sent on the630

Amazon Review dataset.631

6 Conclusion632

The sentiment of paragraphs or documents is com-633

monly analyzed in a supervised manner using a634

previously labeled dataset. If there is no labeled635

dataset available, deterministic sentiment lexicon 636

methods can be used as an alternative to supervised 637

learning-based approaches. This paper proposes a 638

model called Lex2Sent, which is supposed to steer 639

an intermediate course between learning-based and 640

deterministic approaches. While this model uses 641

text embedding models, it does not require labeled 642

data to classify documents. Instead, a sentiment 643

lexicon is used as a replacement for this missing 644

information. The consistency and performance of 645

this method is increased by averaging the results 646

from resampled datasets, which can be seen as a 647

form of bagging. While adjustments to the lexicon- 648

base as well as the size of the grid of Doc2Vec- 649

parameters can be made, this method is designed 650

to be usable in a fully unsupervised manner. 651

Both the Lex2Sent based on the WKWSCI- 652

lexicon and the one based on the Opinion Lexicon 653

yield higher accuracies than all six analyzed sen- 654

timent lexicon methods on all three datasets used 655

in this paper. The findings of this paper indicate 656

that this might be caused by classifying documents 657

in a more balanced way compared to traditional 658

sentiment lexicon methods, as all lexica tend to 659

classify too many documents as positive in the an- 660

alyzed scenarios. Despite being a learning-based 661

approach, the Lex2Sent method shows higher clas- 662

sification rates than traditional lexica on smaller 663

datasets with training sets consisting of less than 664

10,000 documents, but partially does not perform 665

as well as traditional sentiment lexica when less 666

than 3,000 documents are available. 667

To use Lex2Sent in a three-label-case, another 668

classification step needs to be added. Creating de- 669

terministic thresholds for neutral documents is not 670

trivial as it is for lexicon methods, such as VADER, 671

as the scale of distances used by Lex2Sent differs 672

for repeated executions. Alternatively an additional 673

analysis to filter out neutral texts can be performed 674

first. This poses the issue of accurately detecting 675

neutral sentiment and relying on the results of two 676

different methods. 677
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